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Become a parenting hero
Survival Tip 1:

THAT ‘ROLLERCOASTER FEELING’ 
You know when you’re on a rollercoaster and you’re
approaching the first big drop? Your tummy feels weird and
there’s an impending sense of doom. For many parents, this
is what the summer holidays feels like! Let’s be honest,
although they’re wonderful for children, school holidays
can be a little intimidating for parents… 

Why? 

Well, 6 weeks is a LONG old time when you’ve got young ones to keep entertained. So, as you
teeter on that precipice contemplating the ups and downs that lie ahead, here’s a top tip for you: 

It’s not what you do, it’s how you ‘sell it’ to your children that matters.

A REALITY CHECK
In reality it’s not possible for the next 6 weeks to be a non-stop
social-media-worthy montage so, for those day-to-day activities it’s time
think about vocabulary. With the right description, your children will be kept
captivated during even the most mundane of wet Wednesdays. We’re serious.
Why not give it a try?! 

IT’S NOT A ‘PACKED LUNCH’...
IT’S A ‘SPECIAL PICNIC’! 

What’s the difference? In terms of food, very little. But in regard to how the children
feel about what they’re doing, the two are worlds away.  

Suddenly, with a few choice words (and maybe a nice gingham rug) you’ve turned a
lunchbox into a delight the children will remember.
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DON’T FORGET TO ENJOY THE RIDE 
The thing is, as any parent knows, a 6-week summer holiday is going to be a rollercoaster.
We’d simply advise that, with a bit of thought, the more forgettable moments can be
turned into something special. And ‘special’ doesn’t need to cost anything at all.  

Hopefully, you’ll be able to fit a bike ride (or two, or three) into the summer holidays too.
Although, to be honest, you won’t need to rephrase that one. ‘Going out on your bike’ is
fun no matter how you say it! 

Enjoy!

IT’S NOT ‘GOING SHOPPING’...
IT’S PICKING UP ‘TOP SECRET SUPPLIES’! 

IT’S NOT ‘WALKING THE DOG’...
IT’S A ‘TREASURE MAP WITH A TWIST’! 

IT’S NOT SIMPLY ‘WASHING THE CAR’...
IT’S ‘GETTING RID OF THE CAMOUFLAGE
READY FOR THE NEXT MISSION’! 

Give each child a ‘Secret list’ of the (kid-friendly) items they need to gather (fruit, veg,
biscuits etc.) and let them each use their own basket for the task. By allowing the children
a sense of ownership over the activity, combined with the promise of something exciting
later, another memorable activity is born.

Tell your children that the mud on the car was great camouflage so that ‘enemy agents’
didn’t spot them when they were out and about. Explain that by cleaning the car they’ll
confuse any ‘baddies’ who plan to follow them on their next adventure.  

You could also try a ‘Clean the car competition’ – give each child a section of the car to
clean and score them on their progress. 

Taking the dog for a walk is one of those activities most children attempt to wriggle out of.
Turn it into a fun activity by announcing you want to compile a list of ‘Fido’s favourite
places to sniff’.  

Give the children a piece of paper and a pencil and ask them to create a treasure map
filled with landmarks that the family pooch loves to nose around.   
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10 best summer camp
staycations

Survival Tip 2:
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Sutherland, Scotland
Spa bath for the adults and a heated indoor pool for the
kids all within easy reach of the beaches of Dornoch Firth
sounds pretty good right? Add in some great family cycling
routes nearby along with castles, waterfalls and wildlife
parks and you’re onto a winner.
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Chesire, England
We’ve included Forest Holiday’s Delamere Forest here, but
every one of their locations is accompanied by a Go Ape
course that will have the whole family entertained for hours
and quietly exhausted by the evening. Plus the secluded
forest getaways are perfect for getting back to nature.
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Glamorgan, Wales
We certainly couldn’t ignore Trecco Bay, one of the country’s
largest holiday parks the range of facilities is mind-boggling.
Fancy a high-rope course, outdoor wet play, climbing wall, or
arts and crafts den? Trecco Bay have got you covered, along
with the usual pools, mini-golf and adventure playgrounds.
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Somerset, England
This family owned and run holiday park is a brilliant option
for a family staycation this Summer. It’s comprised of 20 acres
within the Quantock Hills area of outstanding natural beauty
in Somerset and has amazing views and easy access to the
beach. With golf, a heated pool, arcades and games rooms
neither you nor the kids will be left bored.
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Cornwall, England
There’s a reason Cornwall comes up as a top UK holiday
destination again and again, and Bude in north Cornwall
is no exception. Sandymouth resort is set in 24 acres of
rolling meadows within easy distance of the sweeping
shores, rockpools and surf schools that populate this part
of the world.
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Isle of Wight
Even though you might not be able to head abroad for your
family holiday this year you can still get the feeling of adventure
with a short hop on the ferry across to the Isle of Wight, and once
you’re there you can’t go wrong with Lower Hyde holiday park.
The island is criss-crossed with family friendly cycle routes that
will inevitably lead to an ice-cream on one of the many beaches.
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Great Yarmouth, England
At Yare Village you have access to the facilities of two holiday
parks just 10 minutes’ walk from each other. Heated pools,
playgrounds, and a multi-sports court make this a really attractive
option for active families. Plus, the kids will love nearby Pettits
Animal Adventure Park.
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Peak District, England
The stunning hills of the peak district are home to some of the
most picturesque countryside and villages that the UK has to
offer. Combine that with the huge variety of activities including
mini-golf, archery, tennis and more at this awesome holiday park
and you can’t go far wrong.
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Yorkshire, England
We’ve picked these guys out as a winner for their on-site cycle
coaching option which we love, but they’ve also got beautiful
clifftop coastline to explore with plenty of pebble beaches for the
kids to try their hand at rock-pooling. Their all-weather activity
barn can’t hurt either.
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Nationwide
There’s a reason Centre Parcs have become synonymous with
family holidays, the sheer number of activities on offer to entertain
the whole family means we couldn’t not include them on this list!
Wherever you’re based you’ll find an easily accessible location
with great accommodation and plenty of space to ride your bikes.
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Sandymouth  Holiday Resort
Cornwall, England
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Travelling with your bikes
Survival Tip 3:

 
Two of the best brands out there are Thule
and Saris (check out the Saris model
finder here), decide how many bikes you
want to carry and what models will fit your car.  

Taking out the front wheel is an
incredibly easy task but if it’s your
first time then check out our
easy-to-follow guide here. 

CAR RACKS
STRUGGLING FOR SPACE?

There’s nothing worse than finally arriving at your
destination following the thousandth round of
I spy and realising that you’ve forgotten to
pack a pump.

Follow our list of essentials and you can’t
go far wrong: 

PACKING THE ESSENTIALS

DO NOT FORGET:
- A pump for the tires
- Helmets for everyone
who’ll be riding

- A small set of allen keys
to adjust saddles etc
- A spare inner tube or
puncture repair kit
- Maps/route guides for
where you’ll be riding
- Snacks for the ride

TOP TIP: Make sure that the
rack you go for will work for
the size of kids bike you’ve
got – often bikes smaller
than 20” will be better
carried inside the car.
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Family car games
Survival Tip 4:

To keep everyone engaged and in a good mood, we’ve compiled a list of some of our 
favourite games to play in the car:

I SPY

HOW MANY YELLOW BIKES CAN YOU SPOT

STORY GAME

ALPHABET GAME

1

2

3
Each person says a line. We’ll start you off:
“There once was a little red bicycle…”

Everyone’s go-to game, this one needs no explaining!

Why yellow? It’s the colour of sun and sand!
What better way to get in the mood for your holiday

4
One person takes one side of the road and the
other the other side and works through the alphabet
finding things that begin with each letter.
First person to Z wins.

A HELPING HAND FROM THE BIKE CLUB4
If you need a bit of peace and quiet, then pack some pens and
give our create your own comic book and wordsearch a go.

B:
(Bike)

A:
(Animal)
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Share your masterpiece
with us on social media!

/ thebikeclub @jointhebikeclub
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WORDS TO FIND:

W o r d S e a r c h
Find the bike and holiday related words below! Search up, down, forward, backward and diagonally.

BIKE

SUN

HELMETHOLIDAY
APPLESHELLS

BEACH SAND
BOAT
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Rainy day DIY activities
Survival Tip 5:

You will need; a large mixing bowl, 
one cup of flour, ten cups of compost (or soil), 
and water. 

Mix everything together in your bowl, then shape into balls.

Pour wildflower seeds into a baking tray, and then roll each mudball into the
seeds so that they are generously coated. Leave them to dry, and voila!
Wildflower balls, ready to roll!

WILDFLOWER SEED BOMBS1

You can use wallpaper backing paper rolled out, and mark your track with
a black crayon or pen.

Top Tip: Get creative by adding trees and lakes, maybe your track could
even be in space or underwater.

AN INDOOR BIKE TRACK
(FOR YOUR TOYS!)

2

Decide on a character for your cartoon. We love a stick man 
on a bike - you can take him on a mini Bike Club adventure.

Draw the image on the bottom sheet of paper on the right in 
your booklet. Then, on the next sheet up, draw the picture 
again, but varied slightly. 

Repeat until you can flip through each page to make a whole story!

YOUR OWN CARTOON FLIPBOOK3
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Find a treat or treasure that your children will love, and then print out or
re-write our clues below to hide around the house.

The location against each number tells you where to hide each clue, and
the riddle will lead your children to the next one.

Have fun and good luck!

ENJOY AN INDOOR TREASURE HUNT4

Print out or re-write these clues. Cut them into strips and hide
them around the house. The location at the start of each clue tells
you where to hide them.

Hand the �rst clue to your little detectives to get them going.

Don't forget to hide a treasure or treat in the �nal spot as a reward
for completing the hunt.

Have fun! Team Bike Club

CLUE 1) THE FIRST CLUE

Well, hi there you, let's have some fun.
The treasure hunt starts with number one.

Solve this riddle, and you will �nd, clue number
two, not far behind. This giant box keeps tummies
�lled. Not hot, oh no, but nicely chilled.

W E

S

The Bike Club Rainy Day
Treasure Quest
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CLUE 2) THE FRIDGE

Well done, you, that's a great start. I can see
you're working mind and heart.

Clue number  three, I'll hear you shout, is
something we use each time we go out.

CLUE 3) THE FRONT DOOR

You clever clogs, you're oh so brainy. This hunt
is great on a day that's rainy.

Clue four is going to be hard-won; search where
heads go when the day is done.

CLUE 4) ON A PILLOW

Cor blimey mate and shut that door; you've only
gone and found clue four.

Clue �ve is found in a place of stink. A RUBBISH
place, what do you think?

CLUE 5) ON THE BIN

The last one now, you're getting close. So stretch
up high and touch your toes. The treasure lies
somewhere squeaky clean, at the end of the day,
where bubbles gleam.

Warm water froths and duckies quack, head there
now and don't look back!

THE BATHROOM!

WELL DONE! YOU'VE SOLVED THE RIDDLES
AND FOUND THE TREASURE HERE IN THE
BATHROOM!

THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HARD WORK IN SOLVING
THE CLUES, WE HOPE YOU'VE HAD LOTS OF FUN
ON OUR BIKE CLUB TREASURE QUEST.
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Outdoor activity guide
Survival Tip 6:

Den building is a great activity that supports teamwork and can be
done anywhere and with anything.

Top Tip: Make your den as cosy as you like with pillows, cushions and blankets.

BUILD A DEN1

MAKE SOME BBQ FLATBREADS2

Ingredients:
· Greek Yoghurt

· Self-raising Flour
· Teaspoon of baking soda
· Butter

· Herbs of your choice

Method:
1) Mix equal parts yoghurt and flour
and a teaspoon of baking soda

2) Place a frying pan on the grill of
a BBQ

3) Melt the butter and add the
chopped herbs then leave aside

4) Divide your dough and shape
into mini pitta-sized portions

5) Use a rolling pin to roll them to
roughly 3mm thick

6) Score the centre of each pitta
and heat on the grill for 2 minutes

7) Once they puff up, slather in the
herb butter and gobble them up!
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Top Tip: The National Cycle Network is an excellent place to start and is
packed with great routes and information about ease of access and facilities.

PLAN A NEW BIKE RIDE3

Nothing says summer more than an epic family
water fight.

HAVE A WATER FIGHT4

Invest in a packet of wildflower seeds and find an old sink, bucket, planter
or bed in your garden to turn into a haven for our bees and butterflies.

PLANT A BEE-FRIENDLY GARDEN5

Whatever the time of day, why not plan to dine al fresco?

Top Tip: Ask the kids to help design some menus.

HAVE AN OUTDOOR PICNIC6

One for older children, or a very special late night. Choose a clear night and
grab your blankets and binoculars (if you have them) and head out to gaze
up at the night sky.

GO STAR-GAZING7

Grab some paints (acrylics work best) and some old garden pots. 
Transform boring pots into funky ones, ready for planting.

Top Tip: We recommend using a selection of lettuce seeds, 
for easy-to-grow salads that come in a range of colours.

GO PAINT POTTY & GROW RAINBOW GREENS9

Grab a Tupperware pot and fill it with a generous selection of toys.
(Marbles, plastic animals, coins and buttons work well). 

Fill with water and freeze, before popping the solid block of ice out onto a 
baking tray and then getting your little ones to dig out the treasures.

DIG FOR TREASURE10

Check out our Bike Club Top 10 Staycation Guide for some great ideas
in your local area and beyond.

HAVE A MINI-STAYCATION8
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We hope you have a memorable
summer with your family!

If you get up to any of these activities,
please don’t forget to share

your snaps on social:

Think before you print!
Please consider the environment and only print the

pages you need. Don’t forget to recycle 
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